Mitas is adding junior motorcycle tires to its extreme
enduro range
Kranj, 5th November 2020 – Mitas, part of the Trelleborg Group, is adding
junior motorcycle tires to its extreme enduro range, with new sizes designed
for motorcycles from 50cc to 85cc engine displacement.

Gustavo Pinto Teixeira, Vice President Two Wheels and Specialty Tires,
explains: “We have always been at the forefront of extreme enduro and
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we’re the first manufacturer to add junior sizes to this type of tire range. For
the first time, young riders will have a chance to use tires designed for
extreme enduro from the beginning of their racing careers. I’m convinced
that this addition will help many young talents grow to become successful
riders.”

The development of these sizes was possible thanks to the knowledge Mitas
has acquired over decades combined with constant field testing with
numerous top riders in extreme enduro. Mitas test rider Tristan Hedgcock
from South Africa, says: “What really impressed me the most is the versatility
of the tire across all terrains. From mud to rock and forest, junior hard enduro
riders from around the world now have the tire to take them wherever they
want.”

Mitas extreme enduro junior tires ensure incredible grip and stability in all
conditions the rider can face in extreme enduro. Due to their excellent
handling characteristics and grip, they can be used from novice to
competitive riders.

Available patterns and sizes:
Front

Rear

70/100-19 42M TT
TERRA FORCE-MX MH Super*
90/90-14 40M TT
C-21 Super*

90/100-16 51M TT
TERRA FORCE-MX MH Super soft**
90/100-12 46M TT
C-20 Super soft**
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*Super (Yellow stripe marking) – Tire made from a softer compound for Enduro and
cross country competitions. Since types of surfaces alternate from soft to hard in
these races, a medium hard compound is used to deliver performance on different
terrain.
**Super soft (Double green stripe marking) – Tire with a softer carcass and extra
soft tread compound for rocky terrain and the most demanding extreme enduro
competitions.

For further information on the Mitas product range, go to www.mitasmoto.com.

Mitas, part of the Trelleborg Group, is one of Europe’s leading tire brands for agricultural
machines, construction vehicles, material handling equipment, motorcycles and other
specialty segments. Mitas tires are produced in the Czech Republic, the United States, Serbia
and Slovenia, and promoted through a global sales and distribution network. www.mitastyres.com
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